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MINUTES OF FEBRUARY 1990 MEETING. 

Fellowship Room, Uniting Church Hall, Hotham Street, Mont 
Albert. 
Friday, 16 February 1990. 

MEETING COMMENCED: at 2010 hours. 

PRESENT: 

APOLOGY: 

WELCOME: 

Jack McLean, Wilfrid Brook, Peter Brook 1 Jon Churchward, 
Glenn Cumming, Alan Jungwirth, Keith Lambert, David Langley, 
Andrew McLean, Colin Rut1edge 1 Robert Weiss. 
Rod Smith arrived later. 

John Sinnatt. 

Bill McKerracher. 

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING: adopted as read out !Churchward/Rutledgel 

BUSINESS ARISING: Nil 

CORRESPONDENCE: 1. from Peter Pay a parcel which included "Investigations 
into Clapham Junction Railway Accident", accident reports 
sn Lcne;sight (1984) 1 Br-idgeton (1986) and Frome (1987), 
IRSE µapers on Great Western Railway A.W.S., Netherlands 
Railways A~prcach to Development of a Seco~d Generation 
ATC (Automatic Train Control) System and Flexible ATC, and 
a copy of IRSE News. It was noted that John D. Francis, a 
former SRSV member, is now Editor of IRSE News. 

2. from Jan Olsen (who used to ~rite to Stephen McLean) 
requesting someone to correspond with, A Vintern/Yaren 
1990 timetable was enclosed. 
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GENERAL BUSINESS: 1. Rod Smith and Rob Weiss were formally thanked for their 
help in interim executive positions (Rutledge/Langley). 

NEWS ITENS: 

2. Membership - 39 members have renewed for 1990 (22 were 
unfinancial last year}, Hall booking for 1990 ($30) has 
been made. 

3. Show Day Tour 1990 will be from Ballarat to Geelong by 
bus. This will cost $240 but members will pay just $10 for 
the bus fare, other transport costs are members 
respon~ibility. 

4. David Langley drew attention to the importance of visiting 
the suburban signal boxes which are fast disappearing, and 
suggested that a suburban tour be arranged. Glenn Cumming 
was appointed to the tours sub-committee for the purpose 
of organising a suburban tour. (Rutledge/Langley) 

1. Hexham CNSWR/SRA) signal box is for sale "Apply within". 
But when investigated on 10 February no one was in the box 
so the price is unknown. 

2. It was noted that the last three diagrams of the Deer Park 
area were wrong in that they showed platforms at Deer Park 
West. 

3, The Illawarra line in New South Wales was closed during 
January 1990 due to re-wiring of the overhead. Coal 
traffic went via Moss Vale where two men worked the signal 
box. Train size had to be reduced because of the length of 
sidings. 

4. CTC is now operating between Moss Vale and Wollongong. 
5. The Mt. Gambier bike hike will take place on 24 March 1990 

with three trains travelling overnight and returning empty 
cars on Saturday. 

6. Mileages on the Whittlesea line have been calculated four 
ways, with a discrepancy of three and a half miles. 

7. An article in the February 1990 Newsrail mentioned two 
dates of opening of the line between Stawell and 
Grampians. The line was built by the Public Works 
Department to obtain stone for Parliament House and was 
opened for this traffic in 1882. After some questions as 
to who owned the line, it finally appeared as part of the 
VR system in the 1905 Grade Book and Commissioner's 
Report. 

8. Lethbridge is now a follow on ES station only. 
9. The question was asked as to the reason for the lop 

brackets at Rockbnk and Melton. As the tracks were too 
close together to place a signal between them and as it 
was too expensive to slew the track or build a signal 
bridge, the lop brackets were introduced to avoid placing 
a signal on the wrong side of the line. (What about the 
signals on the wrong side at Seymour and why are the new 
signals searchlights inlieu of GEC signals as at recent 
installations - Ed.) 

10. Aspendale and Seaford are about to close (as safeworking 
posts) and the track machinery siding at Mordialloc has 
been slewed to give extra length. 

11. It was pointed out that some suburban guards still ride 
at the end of the trin instead of the midd}e. The reason 
is that not all guards have been trained in the different 
duties required to operate from the middle of the train. 
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SYLLABUS ITEM: David Langley showed an interesting selection of sii<l~~ of 
trains and locations in Victoria (with brief excursions into 
NSW and SA) taken between 1983 and 1985. 

MEETING CLOSED: at 2310 hours. 

NEXT MEETING: Friday, 16 March 1990 at the Uniting Church, Hotham Street, 
Mont Albert commencing at 2000 hours. All welcome. 

REMINDER NEXT MEETING IS THE ANNUAL MEETING. 

--oOo--

HINUTES OF ANNUAL ~;~~Ba~ HEETING OF MARCH 1989 

Not available for publication at this time due to circuastnces beyond our 
control. 

WNl/ 1990 

--oOo--

SIGNALLING ALTERATIONS 

SIGNALLING DIAGRAMS. The following diagrams were 
representing the "As in service" situation. 
No 3'89 (repl 43'87) - Glenbervie-Somerton. 
No 5'89 (repl 49'87) - Kensington-Essendon. 
No 7'89 (rep! 61 '87) - East Richmond-East Ca~berwell. 
No 15'89 (repl 25'88) - Aspendale-Frankston. 

published 

rn 2652/89> 
(0 2653/89) 
(0 2654/89 l 
(0 2655/89} 

14.12.1989 BENDIGO B BOX. The following alterations were carried out:-
1. The exisiting leads from No 4 road to the up line and goods yard 

were abolished. 
2. No 4 road was renumbered No 2 road. 
3. A new connection from No 1 road to No 2 road was provided, the 

points worked by lever 45 and the plunger by lever 44. 
4. Compound points Nos 23 and 38 became turnouts. 
5. Points 28D, 39 and 41, and plungers 40 and 42 were abolished. 
6. Points 25 were secured reverse by special point clip and BP 

padlock. 
7. The bottom right hand disc on post 12 1 lever 33 1 was abolished. 
8. The down home signal on post l[D is worked by lever 5. The up 

home signal and the left and right hand discs on post 15 are 
worked by levers 59, 60 and 61 respectively. 

9. The control levers at B Box for C Box are now as follows:
Lever 66 for left hand arm on post 24 towards No 2 road. 
Lever 69 for right hand arm on post 24 towards No 1 road. 
Lever 65 for post 21. 
Lever 68 for post 22. 

10. Lever 25 became a pilot lever. 
11. Levers 5, 8 1 44, 45 1 59, 60 1 61, 65 and 66 became operational. 
12. Levers 7, 10, 24, 33, 39, 40 1 41, 42 1 43, 54 1 55, 70 1 71 and 72 

were sleeved normal. 
Amend diagram No 44'89, (0 889/891 
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15.12.1989 ULTIMA-ROBINVALE. Train Orders replaced the Train Staff and Ticket 
working. The Train Order territory boards at Ultima were relocated 
to Robinvale. Robinvale is an unattended Terminal Station without 
signals or plunger locking. 6owanford, Waitchie, Chillingollah, 
Chinkapook and Cocamba are provided with large master key locks 
whilst Hanangatang, Bolton, Annuello and Bannerton are equipped with 
hand locking bars and padlocks. The six master keys lettered 
"Dunolly-Ultima-Kulwin-Eaglehawk" have been replaced by six keys 
lettered "Dunolly-Robinvale-Kulwin-EaglehawkG and are located at 
Dunolly (4), Bendigo D Box (1) and Korong Vale (1). (0 888/89) 

WN 1/1990 FLINDERS STREET. The following signals were removed fro~ their 
signal bridges and placed on short ground masts immediately below 
their previous position. 
18.12.1989 - Nos 934 and 948. 19.12.1989 - Nos 761 and 931. 
The approach control was removed from signals 931, 934 and 936. 
(0 2639/89) 

19.12.1989 BROADMEADOWS. The mechanical signal on post 21 (from Goods Lines) 
was converted to a light signal. (0 2643/89) 

19.12.1989 KILMORE EAST. Pilot lever 18 was taken out of the frame, (0 922/89) 

20.12.1989 WALLAN. The down refuge sidinq was abolished. Points 8 were spiked 
normal and discs on posts 4 and 7 were abolished. Levers 7 1 8 and 9 
were sleeved normal. (0 923/89} 

20.12.1989 SALE. Flashing lights were provided at Myrtlebank Road level 
crossing at 212,050 on the down side of Sale. (0 903/89) 

WNl/1990 

WN1/ 1990 

WNl/1990 

WN!/1990 

LONG ISLAND. A derail block has been provided on the lead from the 
Lysaght Factory Siding to the Coil Siding about 15m on the down side 
of the points leading to No 1 road. The derail block is to be locked 
on whilst the train is being examined. CO 891/89) 

REGULATIONS AMENDED. No 74 - regarding detention at an automatic 
signal. Principal alteration is that trains are, on finding an 
automatic signal at stop, to stop for thirty seconds (previously 
ten) and then ■ay proceed at extreme caution until the next signal 
is reached being prepared to stop short of any obstruction. 
(0 906/89) 

No 163 - permitting a Driver or another qualified person to 
accompany a Driver who does not know the roads and signals over a 
certain section of line. (0 916/89) 

No 271 - instructing signalmen to maintain their signals at Stop 
until the provision of Regulation 63 have been complied with and 
forbidding the use of the Staff Exchanging Apparatus if track 
maintenance operations in the vicinity require a Flagman and audible 
track warners to be located near the signalled area. (0 917/89) 

SPENCER STREET. The overhead wiring over carriage sidings No 9 and 
10 has been removed. (0 2642/89) 
DONALD (Intermediate Terminal Station) The procedure at Donald is 
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WN2/1990 

WN2/ 1990 

3. L 1990 

WN3/1990 

10.1.1990 

WN3/1990 

WN4/1990 

17.1.1990 

21.1.1990 

or Donald Loop. Drivers of train approaching Donald may radio Donald 
for train information or alternatively may contact the Train 
Controller. (0 911/89} 

EAST RICHMOND. Advice has been received that the co-acting signal 
for L95 which was situated on the platform at East Richmond has been 
relocated 3 metres in the down direction. (0 2000/90) 

SIGNALLING DIAGRAMS. The following diagrams were published 
representing the "As in service" sit uati an. 
No 21 '89 (repl 33'88) - Flinders Street (0 2656/89) 
No 27'89 (repl 3 '81) - Richmond Junction and Richmond (0 2657/89) 
No 32'89 ( rep! 12'86) - Craigieburn, Donnybrook and W.allan(O 930/89) 

TOTTENHAM YARD. A Hayes derail block was provided on the down end of 
No 1 road in the East Yard. (0 8/90) 

BENDIGO. Commencing forthwith e•pty carriages ~ay stand in No 2 road 
without a locomotive attached provided they have been properly 
secured. (0 10/90) 

UPFIELD. The points leading to Chrysler Siding were spiked nor~al 
and the annett loci: was removed. rn 17/90) 

GOWRIE-UPFIELD. Commencing forthwith staff tickets must not be 
issued. (0 18/90) 

FLINDERS STREET. On the dates shown the following signals were 
relocated from the signal bridge to short ground masts below their 
former position. 
20.1.1990 - Nos 753, 731 and 583. 
21.1.1990 - Nos 577, 573 and 580. (0 2022/90) 

MOONEE PONDS CREEK JUNCTION. Up home signal No 212 was moved 54 
metres in the down direction. (0 11/90) 

ROCKBANK-MELTON. Signalling diagram No 2'90 (Ardeer-Parwan Loop) 
became effective and diagrams Nos 18'87 (Melton-Parwan Loop) and 
8'88 CArdeer-Rocl:bankl are cancelled. ThE alterations are as 
follows:-
1. The electric staff system between Rockbank and Melton was 

replaced by the Automatic and Traci: Control system of three 
position signalling. 

2. The section betweeG Deer Park West Junction and Rockbank 
previously worked under the rules for Centralised Traffic Control 
will now also be worked under the rules for Automatic and Track 
Control. 

3. The interlocking frame and all two position signals at Rockbank 
were abolished and replaced by three position signals and power 
operated points. The points and signals at Rockbank are worked 
from a panel in the Bacchus Marsh signal box. Three position up 
departure signal No 3/16 was also abolished as signals 10 and 12 
control departure from the station and into the single line 
section to Deer Park West Junction. 

4. The two position semaphore <:.ignals at Melton were abolished and 
replaced by colour light signals - two position arrival signals 
and three position up depart~re signals. The down departure 
signals from the loop are two position light signals leading up 
to existing three position departure signal No 11 at Coburns Rd 
level crossing. The mechanical interlocking frame has been 
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retained to work the points and signals at Melton and a closing 
lever has been provided - No 9 - in order that the station may be 
switched out as required. When switched out, long section ATC 
working is in force between Rockbank and Parwan Loop. A SIGNAL 
BOX CLOSED sign has been provided. 

5. Boom barriers were added to the flashing lights at Exford Road 
level crossing and a 5P key switch has been provided on the 
platform to enable the home signal on post 4 to be placed at Stop 
if an up train is delayed at the platform when the signalbox is 
switched out. 

6. The book of signals particulars are amended as follows:-

: Post No : 

ROCKBANK 
(Diagram No 2'90) 

Particulars 
:---------+---------------·---------- ------------------------------: 

A 933 
b 

10 
12 
30 
32 
26 

A 322 

Down three position permissive signal. 
Down three position home arrival signal. 
Up three position departure signal from No 1 road. 
Up three position departure signal from No 2 road. 
Down three position departure signal from No 1 road. 
Down three position departure signal from No 2 road. 
Up three position home arrival signal. 
Up three position permissive signal. 

NOTE: All signals are light signals, and the signals and points are 
remotely controlled from Bacchus Marsh. 

I Post No : 

MEL TON 
(Diagram No 2'90) 

Particulars ' I 
:---------+--------------------------------------------------------: 

A 363 
2 

4 
5 
6 

7 
11 

16 
1 7 

A 394 

Down three position permissive signal. 
Bracket post, two arms, down home signals:-

Left hand arm, main line to No 1 road, to post 17. 
Right hand arm, main line to No 2 road, to post 16. 

LOP BRACKET ~GST ~~ WHICH ARE ERECTED POSTS 4 AND 5. 
Up three position home departure signal, from No 1, 
Up three position home departure signal, from No 2 
Bracket post, two arms, up home signals:-

Left hand arm, main lin& to No 2 road, to post 5. 
Right hand arm, main line to No 1 road, to post 4. 

Up home signal, along main line, to post 6. 
Down three position departure home signal, 
LOP BRACKET POST ON WHICH ARE ERECTED POSTS 16 AND 17. 
Down home signal, from No 2 road, to post 11. 
Down home signal, from No 1 road, to post 11. 
Up three position permissive signal. 

NOTES: 1. All signals are light signals. 
2. All home signals applying along No 1 road in either direction are 

provided with illuminated letter A lights. 
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WN 4/1990 

WN 4/1990 

l Post No l 

SOMERSAULT 

PARWAN LOOP 
{Diagram No 2'90) 

Particulars 

Page 27. 

l---------+---------------------------------------------------------1 
A 427 

b 
10 
12 
30 
32 
26 

Down three position permissive signal. 
Down three position home arrival signal. 
Up three position departure signal from No 1 road. 
Up three position departure signal from No 2 road. 
Down three position departure signal from No 1 road. 
Down three position departure signal from No 2 road. 
Up three position home arrival signal. 

NOTE: All signals are light signals, and the signals and points are 
remotely controlled fro• Bacchus Marsh. 

FAILURE OF SIGNALS - DEER PARK WEST 
If signals 2/b or 2/18 fail, the Train Controller, after complying 
with the relevant instructions contained in Rule 17, must instruct 
the signalman at Sunshine to insert the Blocking Jack on signals 2/b 
and 2/18. He may then authorise the signalman at Sunshine to issue a 
Caution Order on the form described in clause F (2382) which is to 
be suitably amended. The signal~an aust then transmit the Cution 
Order (Form 2367) to the Driver at Deer Park West who must repeat it 
back. If the train is to proceed into the Albion Reid Siding the 
signalman must proceed to Deer Park West Junction and ensure that 
the points are set for the siding and the selector levers are in the 
hand position. He may then issue a signal~ans Caution Order (Form 
2377}. 
ROCKBANK - if signals 10 or 12 fail, the Train Controller must 
instruct the signalman at Sunshine to insert the Blocking Jack on 
signals 2/6 and 2/18, prior to the issue of the Caution Order to the 
Driver at Rockbank. If signals 30 and 32 fail and Melton is switched 
out, Rule 17 clause I and Rule 18 must be complied with 1 i.e. if 
there is no up train in the section Bacchus Marsh-Parwan Loop, the 
Train Controller must instruct the signalman Bacchus Marsh to 
withdraw the pilot key for that section prior to the issue .of the 
Caution Order to the Driver at Rockbank. If there is a train in the 
section Bacchus Marsh-Parwan Loop then Rule 17 clause I must be 
complied with. 
PARWAN LOOP - if signals 10 or 12 fail the procedure is similar to 
that for Rockbank including the possibility of a train being in the 
section Deer Park West Junction-Rockbank when Rule 17 clause I must 
be complied with. 10 9/90) 

PADLOCKS. From 25.2.1990 5P padlocks will be replaced by V5PSW type 
locks in safeworking situations. 

EUROA. Signalling diagram No 40'89 became effective and diagram No 
9'69 was cancelled. IO 24/90) 

--oOo--
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

This letter is dated 28/12/1986 and 
extends the writer an apology 
publishing but it appears to have 
in the Secretary's file since then. 

the Editor 
for late 
languished 

from Jack Mclean. 

I have recently been reminiscing 
about my two months aeronautical stay 
in South West Scotland in 1944. Among 
other (land) adventures, I recalled 
riding on the footplate of an BP 2-8-0 
freight locomotive from somewhere near 
Stranraer to New Galloway. At 
Kirkcowan, which now has no station or 
even a railway, the red-headed 
signalwoman waved a green flag, 
brought the engine to a stand outside 
the signalbox, and as she handed up 
the tablet she said in the accent 
which I had by then got used to 
"Section Clear but Stairtion or 
Joonction Blocked 0

• I wrote all this 
down in a letter to Roger Jeffries. 

I was aware then that in 
Victoria, the Warning Arrangement as 
it is referred to, had never been used 
on single lines, and since 1908 rarely 
even on double lines, By contrast 7 it 
seems that it is still used in UK on 
both double and single lines. 

Perhaps the reason that it has 
never been used on single lines in 
Victoria is tht about the time that we 
were introducing tablet and electric 
staff, we had already installed 
Westinghouse air brakes on just about 
everything, passenger and goods, 
whereas in UK, even by World War 2, 
most goods trains were not 
continuously braked. 

On Victorian double lines, the 
Warning Arrangement was used quite a 
bit until a few years after 1908. The 
tail end collision at Sunshine was 
partly caused by the signalman at 
Sunshine giving full Line Clear to 
Sydenham while the up Ballarat train 
was allowed to come into and stay in 
the up platform at Sunshine. 

After that, the whole attitude to 
Line Clear seems to have been reviewed 
and rather than have the Warning 
Arrangement, certain stations (at 
which it was necessary to accept a 

second train when the line was not or 
would not remain clear t-0 a quarter 
mile beyond the home signal) were 
listed as "Terminal Block Posts" where 
the same provisions applied as a real 
terminus. 

Apart from the use of the Warning 
Arrangement at double line block posts 
which became the temporary end of 
double line during Pilotmn working, I 
can recall only one place where the 
Warning Arrangement was used, and that 
was at Linton Junction. Otherwise 
trains shunting at White's Siding 
would have had to have Line Clear 
beyond Linton Junction and this would 
have prevented the arrival of a 
possible Linton line train until the 
White's Siding Pilot arrived. 

On single lines in Victoria, it 
seems that it was considered good 
practice to give full Line Clear to 
any train when the line was clear to 
the home signal (which in many cases 
was the only signal). This enabled the 
crossing of two passenger trins at 
stations which had only one passenger 
platform. The continuous brake could 
be relied on to stop at this signal 
and there would still be an overlap of 
half the distance between the two 
opposing arrival signals. There were a 
number of single line exceptions such 
as Croydon on the Down, Lilydale on 
the Warburton line and Bacchus Marsh 
in both directions where the line had 
to be clear right through the station. 

The situation in the UK was 
obviously differ•nt. Firstly most of 
their goods trains had no continuous 
brakes and they needed an overlap in 
case the engines brakes and the 
guard's hand brake were insufficient 
to stop at the home signal. But for 
some reaason, passenger trains were 
treated the same as the goods trains. 

This in turn meant that most of 
their single line crossing stations 

(continued on p39} 
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LEVEL CROSSING PROTECTION 

7,4 TRACK AND SIGNAL CONTROLS <SECOND PHASE) 
In the first four years of Phase Two, 1960 to 1963 <Table 7.2, page 10, 

Jan 19 :;:O) seven signal boxes formerly working interlocked gates were abolished 
following installation of boom barriers. Six of these boxes were at stations, and all 
four on the Sandringham line gained Selective Speed Control at the outset. Three of 
these stations are shown in Figure 7.5. The signols olready existed, but B387 was a 
single-armed Home until the Goods siding ahead was abolished in 1959. Separate outer 
approach and approach sections for express and stopping trains started at points EO, 
EA, 50, and SA. Trains were timed through the previous station, it was assumed that 
a train either stopped at, or ran express, through both stations. The timing sections 
started at points T. 

Consider first the crossing at Church Street <CS) shown in (c). A 
train which tr.kes more than 35 seconds to pi-ocead from point T ,et the left) to 
the crossing at North Brighton 
is deemed to be a stopper, and 
sections SO and SA are set 
accordingly. The booms start, 
i. e, the Flashing Lights and <~> 
bells start, when the train 
passes SA, and by the time it 
stops the booms should be down 
and this allows the signal to (I,) 
clear. The train can then 
depart. For a train deemed to 

8233 

.,_J!!l1r 
BALACLftUA a2s1 

c:::::::r .,_J!!I" 

8341 
._p 

1r 1u.so 

6flR0EN-
URLE 1357 

c:=.::J ._p 
1
T 

1
EO 

1so 

8401 
be an express, the booms start 
when EA is passed and the 
signal clears at the same 
time. If the booms are already 
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l ~ 'r r:==:Jil IEO 
~ 
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down when a stopper passes SO or an express passes EO then they will be held 
down and the signal clears at once. Up signal 8430 now had to be controlled by a 
lever in Dendy Street box because of shunting, and so was normally at Stop. 

The permissible speed on the line was equivalent to 72 km/h but at ~ 
Street (85) shown in (b) the EA is slightiy longer than necessary, apparently to make 
use of existing joints. Unfortunately, owing to the layout of signals here, an express 
has to pass 8369 at Warning unless the booms are alre~dy down. Moreover because of 
the closeness of the stations the EO is very short, only about 16 seconds in length. 

' Comparing with the position of EO in (c), an express passing. through Gardenvale is 
entitled to hold down the booms, but it can't do this here and the booms can rise 
behind an Up train just before a Down express entars EO. They would not have been up 
for 25 seconds if they had to start again when the express passed EA. The 25 seconds 
up period must therefore be timed with a relay, and in the worst case the booms will 
not start until some seconds after the train passes B369, and as it is now in the EA 
the signal will not clear until the booms are right down. 

Glen Eira Rood <GER) shown in (a) is even closer to Balaclava than BS is to 
Gardenvale. When an express enters EA the boom6 start if they have been up for 25 
seconds, and signal B275 clears; thus B263 should be at Proceed before the train 
passes and no delay occurs. But if the booms have not been up for long enough then 
the time must run out first and the signal will not clear until the booms ore down, 
so the train will be slowed: Greville Str._et, Prohran, has somewhat similar approaches 
to Ripponlea. 

The arrangements described migr1t be satisfactory for expresses on the 
Sandringham line, but would scarcely suit long--distance trains on a main line. The 
main objections are not allowing the sigr:al to clear u.1til an express enters EA, and 
the short EO sections. 
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The crossing,s in Fig1.ice 7.5 1,1,a,,,e at .:;,;f;,t.J.oniB, F:1.gure which is drawn to 
the same linear scale as c·thers in this Part, shows t.hei .r::.rre:singement after booms 
were provided at a crossing b,~tw8a,i t;,taUons, v:tz r,il!.;ijl'fi Str~oJ1 o:n, the Pott Me,lbourne 
line (1961 ). Signal boxes existed at Inglis Street, Bddge Street, Grab,1n:,, tmd Port 
Melbourne; the first three wnrked gates et Inglat?; (sic) Skeet GS), BrUge Street 
(8S), and Graham Street <GS) r·especUvely, Pod ~ilelbourne box was usuany switched 
out, and the main line points shown ths0.m t,;jorked automotically, 

All the signals shown were controlL~d by track circuit, but the Block 
Telegraph system was in force between Inglis Street ~nd (kaharu. Point work, not 
shown, existed between signals 19 & 6 (comu'.:.ictiom, to Montague Goods Yard), 10 & 16 
(Princes Pier line), 11 & 17 (sl.dingE,), and ehaad of 25 (sidings and Station Pier 
lines), Bridge Street box only worked gates end controlled the other two boxes' 
Starting signals, nos 5 & 12. The Up Distant for Inglis Street shown es "A.11 in the 
Figure worked 1.1utomaticlllly1 being controlled by m,m.,.i stgnal 6 and three-position 
Automatic P66 (bcse only shown>. 

NONlftHE IS 
Iii HORTH 

?OU 
PORT 

MELBOURNE 
3.~29 

The approach sections for the booms cros85ing at BS started at points A at 
the departing 1::1nds of the platfo1nns, and served both stopping and express trains. 
Stopping outer approach sections SO started at the arrival ends of· the platforms, 
while the EO sections started ~ome distance further out. The nominal permissible 
speed on this line was 72 km/h, but the short approach sections led to lower limits 
being imposed on the Down line of 48 km/h from EO to A and 24 k.01/h from A to the 
crossing, and on the Up line of 48 km/h from EO t,h,ough to the crnsslng <Speed Limit 
Boards showed the figures 1 15' oc '130'). 

Starting signals 5 ond 12 at lBS, and a1.so DiGtant 9, were convei-ted to 
power operation. A Down trl!lin whkh took less than 4-0 seconds to traverse the 
platform track at Mont6gue was treated as ,~n expre,ss, Provided that its lever was 
over, signal 5 cleared when a train entered the outer approach, Le. when an express 
passed EO or a stopper passed SO. On the Up line, signe.l L>. required 16 lever as well 
as its own similarly to Toorak Road; pnwided that these levers were over then as on 
the Down line the signal cleared when cm express passed EO o_r a stopper passed SO. 
The question is: How was a train deemed to be an exprsr:ist, se1oiing that push but tons or 
other manual devices were not used at this stage? 

Signals 3 and 29 were. L:i.gM signals suspended from the awning at Port 
Melbourne station, and applied to and from the Bay Excursion plat form. Miniature 
levers were provided in the SM's office for controlllng these signsls while the Box 
was switched out, When 3 was at Proo;1ed an ardv:ing traln was supposed to run 
through to the Excursion platform. Although the writer has not seen any instruction 
that an Up train departing from this platfonn when 29 and 25 were bot.h off was to 
run express, the controls for BS certainly treated :It as such. That is, sJanal 12 at 
BS lowered when the train enter-ed EO, etc. 

crossing 
reached 
point A 
meaning 

Not surprisingly, the 24 km/h limit on the Down line from A to the 
was found to be unreaHstic t (it is under-stood that a train sometimes 

the crossing before the booms were fully down) and wi~hin a few months 
was moved to the entering end of the platform and a '25 1 board erected there, 
a limit of 40 km/h applied to the crossing. 
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Except ~·or the um..1suelly r,hort. sCJctlon Lengths, the ~rrange:nan~ :'.Jf A, SO, 
and EO sections on the Port MeHinurr:B '.'::..::.~: ~ec~m~ quite typic~l .: ,: srnssings be
tween stations. Cl~a.,i.,g c.' tb:~ signt1i ~t ihe crossing when on expn,·:;s entered the 
outer approach track aiso bE.c~me -;;to~.d~r::J ulthough the existir:g unimpressive 
arrangement was retaiued on the Sari.Jtfa~:1.am L:"J.e. Bt1t tb:i,,;;, w,y.,:~-:: n0t. >t'-l:t·~eT much as 
all trains carq;lr,6 ?e1~seng~r& ,Jr: thi>:• :tne soor'> fi;tcpp(~d e.U ste1tiorn·, 

The signals s,t Ur.it. .xc,r,;"';ing,"' ., Fi.g•.ir9 ·yJ,; 11ad ~c b"' nor·moUy at Stop in 
caae o train stepped at tr.10 first t>tt:i.tI0;-: :lUt wtli:. b:, o,rdt th 1.:1 .;;6concL If the signal 
wu not held at Stop the. Dr-iver m.ight t ,-·,, to r-tL'; t.h:·:",,gh !,: s;:ieedi bu.t because of 
the shorter stepping approe-.ch '"'c,;ct:iDr. <:.. :,n:.:lxi t1c,1,:Ici ,:::,: .. t;·,;;i.i .give enough warning 
at the croaaing,. Figur-e ?\7 sr,;;;:..i;.:; ~i ~·.· . .::i;1geAl::i:,.t i-;i.tL ~ ~:1::.:-:;;. .;;.::.:tion whsni it was 
possible not to hold a sigmil e,t 11tci:,, 

Anderson Rood 'iolds th~ rir;;:, c,·,:;;,sine; wHri FJ.ashlns; Lights to be fitted 
with boom barriers <1961:l. This woriz ,,,as c'.ona in conjunction with adding the 
Standard Gauge line to the e:i!:id1ng tr,,f,l'!o tracke 01n~r- ths .::1-0asing1 but only the 
Up Broad Gouge line :l.r~: shown ~-. lt,.,.:. Figm·s. 
Approach section& wer.:i pr-ovt:'ie,j :r,,c:: SA W4- ln,1/h) 
and EA (80 k:n/h), suitable for the ap,eds sh.:>wn, A 
short timing section uas fitted ~:, ::,,e;.:..ieen EA 1:m~. 
the junction from the Broadmeadc1'.* Goodfi Hne, 
There was no need to control a s::.gn~~- ae tr~J ti,6 
were timed on the spot rath~r ttut· ,~i the p1 ev:i,cu;r '·--·-,,..,_ ...... ____ _ 

station. A consequence of this arrengemerit '°'°'~' t;nt"'. the outer approach section 
on the main line, which went back ~;:; zi 6nal i,,;c:::;;-, r,aJ to apply to stoppers as 
well as expresses. On the Gcodf_; 2.:;,e ;.,j th t! •Vi ::,i,'j/, soead restriction at the 
junction the outer approach went j,,c·,.; :'~~? t.c, :.hf.\ H,)!,,\~ · • 

On the long siding which 1'·" «.:: eled t;,f; ts~:l.n 2.:ir,e the Dis•:: s1.gaals at the 
crossing were replaced by D1J11.:1rf <Light) s~.;,.;r-als c .. wtr·s:)lled by push butt.on~. The usual 
conditions applied in that tba ::iot,i,is bat.i to be down for tha e;ig;-.~l to cleer, but had 
to have been up for 25 secor.ds be~'ors, :;h:, wouhJ c:!2-me dowr;, 7:,i:-l )~wn Aut.omotic sig
nal nearest the cros&ing, M.t.75, was c0r, ~l" lled a lf.,;,er ~1 ~ Sunshin~ because of 
possible shunting on the 1n.t'!in line. It •v~s then:;fore nc,, :;:;illy :Jt Stop1 even when its 
lever was Rever&rd; and an intern1ec!i~t;:; :,: .. ,:;:-:;;}, .*,M.Q:3 was ;·,:.rr:,a::S../ at Werning. As the 
junction Home signal at Surn:.hine, latei- ~-::: 3,;, W?:.,,, als:i ,.·:.,c:;1a1J.~ -,,t, St,:;p, •;1hen looking 
north from the Down pl~tfocm at Sun.shLic ,::,'.1t' Cdf, E:'tii '.;, .. c-.~a· signals s!"10wing Red, 
Yellow, Red. Then when lever 3() fo pd:!.eiJ • ''""'" ~.n t.~,r· :;,e ,.;~g._~·. '.l.~.o, t ur:-, Green togethe1-, 

The foreR0:l.ng d1:,,r.;,:;:r:l.p,tiorn;; .,.r-2 :.r h.lJ.~.c\t~,1-.:: '-:x),:;:,, b~!Ti~rs :.i·,,,t.;lle,~ c~uring 
the 1960-63 p6:riod. Of tbos,::i not aln,ac> 11,.,,·.:/.:::,b,:1 ,;.ihich replaced ::.,,h~rl~;.clrnd gates, 
Ivanhoe (1'260) gained ;;::.peed c:nn~r0]. ::.' ::.,:.'•~ 3::.;',~1?1, btrt details are u.nkrn:~wn, wr::i.le 
Albect Park ::19601 mt.y !,,~·;9 hl\c Btc; p :13 -.ir-pr·o:::.cht",l,; fw,ly. S.,urre~ Hillf,. (1962) had 
only express spproach.ss '.,, :.i.:. '·. -," th .. ; :.'. t cti.:iZ wei:.:: pn::iv:!ded (1971 ), The bo:t here Wl'.l,S 

retained for a few years tc, r;;::,,,-;: :,.,_.· ,::'ii:': .. :·~.c- .. ::o ~.,t~ sign6l L400 was controlled 
by a lever because of 0IH;!n.';fagi L./..2J. ;•JI':'.~ ,2: ... ~::.>· ;_, .. ·,.·<~led ufi.Er MQn1.. Albert Road 
gained booms ( 1963 ), 

The booms at langy_,_filr~t {E;.f:cP 'i:'itw.bl.sd :;h.a dt,chtc·'..":.:o.1 f.-ame to be 
replaced by a Control Panel. Ttu,1 DcMr: tHJ.ct, A bi'lt;an at sigr,cil. Ei-4::'/ (Figi,;re 
7.5 (c)), with a short SO ~Jhere Sb t::, ~.:10F:~ "c••: ~Hd31a Sr:Lghton: awl EO ·wi,,;,:-e SO fo 
shown; the existbg timing throt1;5h l·k1•·tb ?;igh\;::,L :;ipp:U.·?:i. Sig,,i,1 ;-,:.1:";.'} "1'.:I.S r.m•J con
trolled by Brighton Bt:Je.d, i.:J9cause or s::.:;::i.::,_;.:1 eiid r~place:ment in t:1e s,~rr.(:i year of 
the hand gates a+, tho t\w Q,:::,c;ns;"' ... 29'1~~, "inr~ 1_i!_:t.cr~.,~--I~~-;,. led. ;~o. D3:S9, 5234, S273, 
and S280 being simila.-1.y cont.coll-:oL ;iow2•.·.;x l:.~H>: ccrct;:·,::~ ,.,f E.;2ao :lasted onlv until 
the sidings anct box at lJ)hi.r,i~tGi.1 ',1€': ;,, ':b~:.:.c:,:;e~! " ifi~;,::, · 
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The booms at K1;1nsin2tcm and r~.J/1.il& <1965) did not g~in speed 
control; in fact Pascoe Vale wets nol: given a Down signal .at the crossing (neither was 
Dennis in the previous year), But ~ did raqulre so111e special attention. 
The Up approach track A here began at Mentone;s Starting signal, lever 5 (Figura 7,4), 
Because this sigr1al wl'Hm at St,:.)p would cut out the outer approach& and because 
there were no signals 1at the crossing it:a~lf, it was necessary to prevent 5 from 
being lowered to allow a ttain to gutar A 11.inleisr. thi!!l booms wer~ down or ready to 
co11u1 down, 1,e, had b•et& up fth" 26 alacond:l!l, L.evau~ ~ was tharef'ora fitt•d with an 
electric lock, relaasiad under the ,:ondition• fll&nUonod, A ~i!'.!til&t lock wae not pro
vided on the Down Stading lever at Cheltenham, at least while the interlocking was 

mechanical. 

Al,phington (1966) could be regetrded as a new beginning for booms at a 
station because S299 (Figure '7.13) cleared when e1 Down express entered the outer 
approach EO. In the Up direction it also had real outer approaches even though this 
necessitated timing through Ivanhoe, and clearing 5318 well before an express entered 
EO. This signal cleared when an express passed. the jt1ints at thl,j Up end of Ivanhoe 
platform, so that 5340 changed from Yellow to Green in time to avoid delay; it 
cleared for a stopper when the train passed SO or when the booms had been up for 25 
seconds. 
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A difficulty here was that the case of an express being wrongly identified 
as a stopper was not just e. theoretical possibility but happened regularly. Even in 
the 1965 WTT, which the designer no doubt consulted, one traL~ ran express to Clifton 
Hill from Ivanhoe as compared with four- from Heidelberg, but in later years the pro
portion increased until all stopped at Ivanhoe before PJnning express. These trains, 
which of couraa ware identif10d aa 5,toppers, loet aboul 25 seconds passing through 
Darebin compared with ones which had not stopped at Ivanhoe. It might have been 
better for S304 to be kept at Stop instead of 5318. The method of identification may 
have since been changed. · 

Automatic 5273 (Figure 7.8), which was provided at the same time as the 
booms at ~ <GR), wa.s controlled direct by Levers 37 at Fairfield and 1 at 
Alphington, the latter for interlocking reasons while the box lasted. But because the 
Down approach for GR started from Fairfield station levars 21 and 32 also had to 
operated before 5273 would clear, i.e. four levers were requfred. The number was 
reduced to three when Alph:l.ngton clo6ed in 1966, and then to the inore usual two in 
1969 when new three-position Home no 21 at Fairfield replaced the two mechanical 
signals. 

Another new feature introduced in 1966 was the provision at Brighton Beach 
of a push button for identifying expresses which p~ssed through Hiun~tQil (in practice 
these would be Empties or Parc1:1ls Coaches). The approach for the next crossing, !Jn::. 
ocre Rood, started from Hampton Street, 'and the same push button enabled the outer 
approach for stopping trains to be shortened to include only the' platform tnsck at 
Hampton. A push button would obviously have been useful for identifying trains at 
Ivanhoe. 
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Provision of booms at Sandringhon: (1967) together- with trntomo.tic working 
of the maLii line points enabled the box to be switched out except when shunting was 
required, Operating a push button on the platfcnn lowered t(he booms for ~ departing 
train. At Carnqgie the Up oute,~ opproad1 extended back through the station at Mur-

. ~. rumbeena, so trains were timed th.~1:,ugh Hugllesdale. Provision of automatic rather than 
manually-controlli:d booms at B~;:;chus Mor9i-" an alwl'iys-attended station with mechan
ical signals, enabled the Ddver of tha Down Over.=~nd to sight the DiGtant at Proceed 
without unduly blocking the crossing at the D,:,<,m &.,d. 

Box Hill and Qrmond (both 1968) coul:i ~:.s:0 switch out after booms were 
provided, but "-t Box Hill all Down trains ~;e:-e then treated as stoppers, At Ormond 
the Down Distant waa motored and the 110,ne and s1:1~;0nc: Home (at the crossing) replaced 
by Light signols; the Steirt:L"lg wa.a untu,H::hed. Fush buttons for tr~ir, identification 
were provided at both Glenhuntly and ura:.or.d, and for stoppers the i..:lght signals were 
approach-operated. The Up signals were ~11 ',,1!1Changed. and so wen:r all virtually fixed 
at Proceed while the box was switche,i out. The lever working the Up Starting for 
McKinnon. which was mounted above Ormond's Distant, was therefore fitted with on 
electric lock for a similar reason tc, lever 5 at Mentona as described earlier. The 
booms at Ormond enabled the crossing to be widened to match the wide roadway. 

~ (1969) underwent gener~lly similar changes to Ormond. The Down 
Distant was motored and the two Dow:1 Homes and the Up Home were all replaced by 
Light signals <The Down Starting had previously been replaced). The Up Distant was 
also motored at about this time (Comments were me;.de on this Distant in Section 1.2, 
page 68, Sep 1988), Trains were timed througL Thornbury while i3ell was switched out, 
push buttons being provided at Bell for use while the box was switched in. The 
work was completed in 1970 when a Down Advanced Starting <Light) signal was pro
vided at Preston <Murray Road), and Regent was abolished as a Block P9st. An Up two
position automatic Light signal was then provided at Regent to work in conjunction 
with the booms instolled in 1967. A push button at Reservoir enabled Up express 
trains to be identified. 

A 1969 booms crossing which turned out to have a defect in its controls 
(in this writer's opinion) was the one at Puckle Street <PS), Moonae ~ <Figure 
7.9). In the Up direction this was quite unexceptionable with signal E272 at the 
crossing normally at Stop and with express trains selected by push button at Essen
don. A new feature was provision of a miniature lever tn the office to hold E272 at 
Stop for an extend.ad period if necessary, for example when handling return traffic 
from Moonee Valley races. 
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It was unusual at this stage for a signal on th,3 non-platform side of a 
station crossing such as E271 to be held normally at Stop. This signal cleared under 
the usual conditions when a train, express er stopper, entered the platform at Ascot 
Vale, and E24-1 went up to 90 degrees when the train was part-way along. The outer 
approach O also started at the entrance to the platform rather than at E227 as might 
be expected for an express. ·The effect of,. this shortening (and it is not merely theo
retical> is that the booms can rise behind an Up while a Down is b~tween E227 and 0, 
rather than be held down as they would be with nonnal design. This is of no conse
quence if the Down stops at the plat focm for the usual period, but if it is an 
express it will have to pass E241 at Warning (because E261 wUl remain at Stop until 
the 25 seconds has run out) and might be severely checked approaching E261. 
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The writer actually saw this check happen ri:ore than o.nce when observing 
from the footbridge just ahead of the signal, when the then 5 18 pm <1718) Cobra111 or 
5 30 pm (1730) Seymour, both hauled by T class locos, were about to pass Ascot Vale 
immediately after the 5 11 pm U 711) or 5 22 pm <1722) Up Broadmeadows had cleared 
Moonee Ponds. He concluded with some reluctance that at. this crossing the Railways 
gave preference to motorists over their own farer-paying long-·distance customers <a 
suitably emotionol expression!>, although this preference may have been unintentional. 
If the Down EO had gone beck to E227 it would have been necessary to provide timing 
through Newmarket or an identification push button at Kensington, and it is the cost 
of one of these facilities which has been scved, The controls for Puckle Street mcy 
well have been designed with the Sandringhem line in mind, it being forgotten that 
Moonee Ponds was on a main line. 

Some improvements were however made at the same time to the controls of 
the existing booms at fAr:k Street <PKS). Previously the Down outer approach started 
at E241 and the approach started at the entrance to the platform at Moonee Ponds. 
The timing through Ascot Vale for the Puckle Street booms enabled the stopping outer 
approach for Park Street to be shortened a& shown for PKS in the Figure. A short 
timing section T2, somewhat similar to the one at Albion, was also set up Gtarting 
about 90 m back from the entrance to Moonee Ponds platform; where the speed was ~6 
km/h or less the platform section was cut out of the approach for PKS (and also from 
the O for Buckley Street, Essendon). The timing was on the spot for PKS so it wasn't 
necessary for a signal to be held normally at Stop. <E291 was not controlled because 
of the booms, and had to be put to Stop only if aiding points ahead were required.) 

Up till mid-1969 a signal protecting a crossing equipped with boom 
barriers could clear under certeiin conditions either when the booms w,re up or when 
they were fully down. A new possibility was now introduced whereby the signal might 
clear after the 7 seconds preliminary warning by the Flashing L:l.ghts and just as the. 
booms began to drop. This behaviour began to be seen at places where the crossing 
wea about 90 to 180 m ahead of the platform, With the crossing this far ahead, the 
roadway would be blocked unnecessnrily early if the boomG started as a stopping 
train entered the platform, and the signal could not clear untn the booms were 
down. Generally a time delay of 20 to 25 seconds was now introduced so that the 
booms did not start until the train had stopped, and the signal cleared 7 seconds 
later, i.e. as the booms begen to drop. 

The first signal notified as behaving like this was temporary Automatic 
W288 on 14 Sep; this had earlier replac:ed former Home no 6 when the old Yarraville A 
box was abolished and a temporary boom crossing provided at ~.rv.1UeRoag_ to 
facilitate grade separation works. The first permanent example_ was P95 pn:wided wHh 
the installation on 14 Dec of three-position ~;:l.gnalling frc,m Ingl.is St.reet box <now 
renamed Montague) and the singling beyond the Up end of Graham. Automatic P95 was a 
direct replacement of the Down Starting no 5/Distant no 9 shown in Figure 7,6 <page 
30), and was controlled by lever 16 on the new Panel at Graham. The booms at Brigse 
Street now started about 20 seconds after a stoppar entered North Port platform; the 
signal cleared when the boom arms began to drop, For an express the signal cleared 
after the train passed Montague and the boi,ms starl:~:\d ~s soon as H entered No.rth 
Port (the speed limit of 40 km/h stHl applied). Autonlat1.c P 100 which replaced the Up 
Starting over Distant at Bridge Street was controlled by lever 18 at Graham because 
of shunting. 

At ~lackburn (1970) Down Home signal no 15 which protected the booms 
cleared when the boom arms· began to dn~p; speed control was provi.ded, with timing 
through Laburnum. (This behaviour of Blackburn no 18 lasted for 10 .years but changed 
when the station was reconstructed during 1980.) Blackburn Road was noteworthy in 
that the boom operations were the first to be co-ordinated wit road Traffic Lights. 
At the existing booms at ~gJ~ stgnal L632 was n:iplaced by L640 which filled a 
gap between the platform and the crossing; this olso cleared when the boom e.rms 
began to drop. It is not known how speed control on this signal worked. 
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Another change to controls at an e-xisting crossing occurred at ~r,k Roaq 
where signals 00243 and 00248 had replaced the Starting over Distant arms shown in 
Figure 7.3. These Automatics had both norm.~lly shown ·warning since Tooronga box was 
abolished in 1966, but in 1970 (20 May) both were altered to norman:, show Stop. 
Observations were made i,,fter the speed lfo:.it !oo'as increased from 55 k;n/h to 80 km/h 
in 1975. Auto 0024-8 cleared after an Up express passed through Gardiner, and the 

_ boom• at TKR started just after the front cleared the crossing at Tooronga Road. For 
moat Up stoppers the booms started when the train passt:d A and the signal cleared 
when the booms were right down. But if the train stc-pped ~·-,~ ~ full 20 seconds the 
signal cleared first and the booms started as before, AJto DG243 cleared while a 
Down stopper was in Kooyong platform, 

Glen Iris (1970) was at the time the last of the boxes which was required 
solely to work interlocked gates and the p1-".>tecting Automatic signals. This was not 
one of the nine boxes listed in Section 2.1 <Footscray B, Moonee Ponds, Eest Richmond, 
Canterbury, Prahran, Ripponlea, Middle Brighton, Hampton, and Albert f-t1rk) but although 
these had all been abolished by 1969 othGrs had Joined the group in the meantime 
because of track duplications and re-signalling or abolition of Goods sidings 
<Ivanhoe, Glen Iris, North Brighton). However after two years another box re-opened 
the group and last'ed for a further 13 yearn before gaining booms. The booms at Glen 
Iris led to control of signal 0034.4 by lever 17 at Darling because of shunting. 

Regarding manually-controlled boom barriers, the crossings at Broodmeadows. 
Cobyrg <Down direction only>, Reservoir, Werribee, Darling, and Cheltenham. are 120 m 
or so beyond the end of the platform while the lever frames were in a bay near the 
middle, or as at Coburg and Cheltenham (both of which also worked interlocked gates) 
in a signal box at the opposite end of the station, Visibility of. the crossing 
from the frame therefore cannot have been very goad, a point that might be important 
in a period of heavy road traffic as it was said that with manual control the booms · 
did not have to be up for 25 seconds before the signalman could lower them again. 

Riyersdole Rood <1963) was the first tramway crossing to be equipped 
with booms, a full set of four being provided. Separate levers were required for 
booms control <No 4) and overhead power switching <No 2>. With the booms up and the 
road set for tram traffic, these two levers and the two working the tramway ct:1.tch 
points <Nos 5 & 6) are all Reverse. To set the crossing for a train the signalman 
first puts back 5 and 6. He then puts 4- back to the NI lock which act ion lowers the 
booms on the near sidei when the lock lifts he checks that the crossing is clear of 
trams and puts 4 fully Normal, which lo';lers the booms on the far side. when these 
are proved down, lever 2 is electrically released and is then put Normal. This action 
mechanically releases the railway signal levers. 

After the train goes through he puts back the ,:,ignal levers ond pulls the 
power lever. He then pulls over the booms 1ever in one stroke; all four booms rise, 
the far side ones s!ightly before the near side ones. When all four booms are proved 
up levers 5 and 6 are electrically released and these levers are pulled over; trams 
can then proceed over the crossing, 

(Part 7 to be continued) 

,t 
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§18EE AND TICKET WORKING ON THE VICTORIAN RAILWAYS 
by C. D. Gavan Duffy 

(reprinted from Bulletin No 103, p57) 

The rules and regulations of the 
Victorian Railways, which were 
approved by the Board of Land and 
Works on 29 April 1864, made very 
little provision for single line 
working. The whole subject being 
covered by two rules 205 and 206. The 
first named rule is simplicity 
itself, reading as follows:- "On 
those portions of the railways where a 
single line only is provided, care 
must be taken before any train 
leaves any station that there is no 
train due in the opposite directionj 
and where there is telegraphic 
communication, the Station Master 
BEFORE allowing ANY TRAIN TD LEAVE 
his station must ASCERTAIN by 
telegraph from the NEXT STATION in 
advance that THE LINE IS CLEAR". What 
could be easier than thati especially 
where there was no ntelegraphic 
communication". 

Rule 206 says "Before any 
SPECIAL TRAIN is despatched on any 
SINGLE LINE, notice must be RECEIVED 
and ACKNOWLEDGED by every Station
master• on the single line, and the 
guard, or if there be no guard, the 
driver of such special train or 
engine, must receive written 
instructions from the Traffic Super
intendent or Terminal Stationmaster 
who despatches the train, directing 
him when to leave such such station, 
and where to shunt if it should be 
necessary for him to do so, in order 
to allow trains to pass." 

Of course, when these rules came 
into use, there was only one single 
line in use by the Department - the 
6eelong line; the Bendigo-Echuca line 
being completed later in that year. 
What they did about the bits and 
pieces of the Bendigo and Geelong
Ballarat lines, which were, from 
time to time, worked as single lines, 
is not related; probably by "Guess 
Work" supplemented by Rafferty's 
Rules! However, as the mileage of 
single line increased, apparently 
these rules got a bit too simple, or 
perhaps some of the Station-masters 
were not "taking care", so somebody 
thought of the Staff system which 
had come into vogue in England, and 

rules were promulgated to establish 
that system, 

Some little time ago, having 
occasion to make a search in the 
archives of the local Courthouse, I 
found in the Government Gazette of 
24 December 1873, what I believe to be 
the genesis of the Staff and Ticket 
system on the Victorian Railways. For 
here was published the information 
that "On and after 17th December 1873 
all trains running on the line between 
Newmarket and Wodonga shall be 
worked on the Staff system as 
herein described." Then it goes on to 
say that a staff would be made 
coloured and lettered for each section 
with staff tickets to correspond. 
The staff tickets are to be kept by 
the Station-master in a box self 
locking by an inside spring. The 
staff was to be the key of each box. 
The notice further declares that the 
North-Eastern line shall be divided 
into nine sections and prescribes a 
different colour for each staff and 
its staff tickets. It does not seem 
to hae occurred to the rule maker 
that by a little judicious arrangement 
the same colours could be used 
more than once, with the consequence 
that he eventually ran out of colours. 
The det~ils were as follows:-
! Newmarket and Essendon - White 
2 Essendon and Wallan - Red 
3 Wallan and Broadford - Black 
4 Broadford and Seymour - Blue 
5 Seymour and Longwood Brown 
6 Longwood and Benalla - Green 
7 Benalla and Wangaratta - Purple 
B Wangaratt~ and Wodonga Black & 

White 
One might hazard a guess that 

there must have been some very 
regrettable incidents in the Essendon
Wallan section as at its best it 
would take a Down Goods at east 90 
minutes to traverse it, and might take 
all night if things went badly on 
Oliver's Bank. I ~.hould like to have 
seen a Purple Staff ticket, or even a 
Black and White one! 

The rules are simple enough• 
there being only 22 in all, but some 
of them sound quaint nowadays as for 
instance:-

' ,- i 
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Rule 6: "Order of starting a 
train from~ staff station: When all 
train arrangements at a staff station 
are complete, and the truin or engine 
is ready to st~rt, it is the duty of 
the Station Master to give the staff 
or a staff ticket to the guard, who 
must thereupon in the presence of the 
Station Master hand the same to the 
driver as the instruction to start the 
train. In the case of a light engine 
without a guard the Station Master 
will hand the staff or staff ti:ket to 
the driver". This rule did not leave 
much scope for fast running and it was 
quickly dropped in a very short space 
of time. The same procedure had to 
be adopted in giving up a staff at the 
end of each section. 

Rule 14 is - "Care and judge~ent 
to be exercised as to whether a 
train is started by staff or staff 
ticket." This deals particularly with 
what to do with the last train for 
the day and reminds the Station Master 
to think about the morning! 

Rule 15 says that "any train 
started at Midnight will be held as 
the last train for the previous day". 

Rule 17 provided that "All 
trains travelling on the authority of 
a staff ticket must carry a disk (sic) 
or extra tail lamp for the 
information of platelayers gatekeepers 
and others along the line." 

The next three rules refer as to 
what to do in the case of failure or 
accident. Rule 21 says that "the 
engine directly attached and nearest 
the train shall car,y the staff or 
staff ticket." Last by no means least! 
Rule 22 is "Ballast trains er engines 
working for contractors or Llnder the 
Engineer-in-Chief are NOT subject to 
these regulations. 

This last rule received its 
quirtus one day at Maryborough, when 
the passenger train from Castlemaine 
came in with a staff ticket carrying a 
disc for a light engine; there was 
a Ballast ready to go out to work 
in the Carisbrook section, so the 
officer at Maryborough called 
Castlemaine on the Morse and asked him 
what time the light engine had left, 
Castlemaine didn't know and went to 
inquire, whereupon the usual goat, in 
this case the S.M. at Newstead or 
Moolort, chipped in and said "Light 
engine just left" without signing. 

This was assumed ta ~e c~stlemaine 2nd 
the Ballast went out 1 and had hardly 
~ot started when the enQine ~rrived 
and hit it 1 killing someone 1 which 
caused a great deal of unpleasantness 
and the subsequent repeal oJ the ru!e. 

Apparently some fresh rules 
riere issued on 28 April 1874 1 for 
o~ 27 November of t~e same year, 
;~rther rui22 ~2re approved to come 
into force 0n ! ~2cemher. These rules 
are the ones '~und in some 1876 
editions of the 1864 Rule Book as an 
Addendum, and are expr2ssed to apply 
to all trains running on single lines 
and are, in the ~ain 1 si~ilar to the 
original ones; but ex~erience has 
evidently shown the need fer some 
alteration. •rhe stRff ticket must 
show the direction of the journey and 
the time of starting and be signed and 
dated by th~ Station Master thus:
"Wallan to Broadford, 4.15 a,m. J. 
Jones, S.M. 23/12/74". That is part 
of Ruie 3, but Rule 4 must be quoted 
in full:- "The Station Ma:::ter must 
hay~ his staff tickets for the day 
made ~ut, dated and signed beforehand, 
all e~cept the time of starting, 
which he must fill up legibly and 
initifl at the last moment with pen or 
pencil I so as not to delay any train 
starting for want of thi~ authority. 
To prevent mistakes the papers used 
by the Station Masters for Up and Down 
trains should be cut of di~ferent 
sizes. Any informality, '.:>mmision or 
neglect in the preparation 1 custody or 
~ransmission of the staff or staff 
tickets to be reported to the Traffic 
Manager". 

Rule 5 allows the S.M. to deliver 
to and receive direct from the driver 
ihe staff or staff ticket in case of 
an·., trai!"i not timed to stop. 

RulE 17 firmly declares that~
"No train is to carry 3 Disc 0r extra 
tail lamp uless it is to be followed 
by a Special Train and sho~n in the 
Time Table", thus abolishing the idea 
of putting a disc or extra tail lamp 
on all train carrying staff tickets. 

The rest of the Rules are the 
same as the original, but C.133/76 
is tac~ed on signed by "M.H. Barter 
for Traffic Manager". It provided 
for ~ppcsing t~ains to :arry a disc 
in front of the engine for spec1a1s 
run i~ the opposite direction at short 
notice:. 
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There is nothing 
either of staffs or 

about colouring 
ticket:. in the 

latest reguations, indeed, if one is 
to read Rule 4 literally, it would 
seem that each S.M. had to cut out his 
own staff tickets! This may be the 
reason for C 152/77: "It is observed 
that the truck cards are made use of 
at some stations for staff tickets. 
This must be discontinued and truck 
cards must only be used for the 
purpose for which they are intended," 
To this might be added that a couple 
of staff tickets are held by the 
writer, written on ordinary memo 
forms for a Picnic Special between 
Burnley and Tooronga. 

Although the rules applied to all 
trains running on single lines 
apparently the staff was not used on 
the Suburban linesi Mr. Anderson the 
Traffic Manager, thinking it was too 
slow for suburban trains. This came 
out at an enquiry into a disastrous 
head-on collision that took place 
between what is now Burnley and 
Hawthorn on 1 December 1882, the day 
the line was opened from Camberwell to 
Lilydale. On that day arrangements 
had been made to open the double line 
from East Richmond to Hawthorn, and 
erect a semaphore at Burnley, however, 
something occurred to interfere with 
the programme, but the· Traffic 
Department was not told that the 
double line would not be available. 
Unfortunately an enterprising firm of 
auctioneers had hired a Special Train 
to Box Hill and the special time-table 
had been prepared on the basis of this 
train returning passing the ordinary 
train on the double line, and it was 
let depart from Hawthorn with 
disastrous results. 

Mr. And er son 
persuaded to change 
February Service 
shows the staff 
universal. 

must have been 
him mind, for the 

Book for 1883 
system to be 

Two things stood out in this 
matter, one being the utter lack af 
thought by the S.M. Hawthorn, and the 
other being his mate at Camberwell, 
who came to the enquiry and said that 
he had a feeling about that train and 
had told some of his friends not to 
travel in it as something might happen 
to it! If he had had a similar hunch 

when he was the S.M. at Prahran in 
1887, he might have saved a lot of 
lives, and not gone down in history 
ac being an "unsatisfactory witness"! 

A perusal of the 1883 service 
books shows th~t even the Department 
was apt to slip a bit in their safe
working, for in the early part of 
that year, there is a note to the 
effect that staff working will be sus
pended for the Down morning passenger 
to Sale and the Up Oakleigh passenger, 
which crossed at Rosstown, which was 
not a staff station, the section being 
Cau!field-Oakleigh. No explanation is 
given as to how this is to be done. 
Also in each month a light engine was 
booked to run from Numurkah to 
Sheppartan each Saturday and return on 
Monday morning "independent of the 
staff regulations". 

In a copy in the possession of 
the writer, this is firmly crossed out 
at least once, so perhaps someone 
thought better of it. A propos of 
that, however, provision is made for 
the night Up and Down Mixed Trains; 
"If the last trains for the day" 
after crossing at Beaufort to proceed 
to Ballarat and Stawell respectively 
without the staff"' line clear to be 
obtained from Ballarat, Ararat and 
Stawel 1." 

The advent of Mr. Speight, and 
the head end collision between 
Werribee and Little River the night 
the Station Master went to choir 
practice leaving his daughter to do 
the staff working, were big factors in 
causing the abandonment of these 
unsafe methods. Even in the nineties 
all staff stations did not have the 
telegraph which must have led to some 
delays and a story has been related to 
the writer of a goods booked to make a 
crossing at Trawalla, when the 
opposing train failed to turn up, and 
no Telegraph being available to tell 
of its whereabouts, being conveyed to 
Beaufort by the Trawalla station 
master who rode the engine clutching a 
red flag! 

As for improvisations it seems 
certain that is was by no means 
unusual for the morning Down passenger 
to carry the Staff and all Staff 
tickets for the night between Essendon 
and Seymour, but that was NOT in the 
book. 

--oOo-·-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
(continued from p28) 

had to have 
Down} and 
signalled 
direction, 
that they 
approaching 
for BOTH of 
signal. 

two ~latforms (an Up and a 
each ~ain track was 

in the appropriate 
keeping to the left, so 
could accept two trains 

and have the line clear 
them up to the starting 

Kirkcowan was such a single line 
crossing station, which worked the 
tablet on the east with Newton Stewart 
West Box. Newton Stewart West alsD 
worked tablet with Wigtown on the 
branch. There were three running roads 
at Newton Stewart. From the north 
there were the branch platform road 
and on the south side of this island 
platform was the up road; then the 
down road with a single platform on 
the south. Main line trains from 
Kirkcowan mostly used the up platform 
road; branch trains from Wigtown 
mainly used the branch platform road 1 

and so as branch trains generally 
connected with main line passenger 
trains, the branch trains were usually 
given a tablet under the Warning 
Arrangement because the signalman had 
already given full line clear to 
Kirkcowan for the main line train. My 
goods train probably got a tablet 
under the Warning Arrangement because 
there was already a tablet out for an 
Up Wigtown train under full line 
cl ear. 

Wigtown, where I was stationed~ 
was the scene of another of my 
improbable stories. It concerned the 
signalwoman in the middle of the 
night, g1v1ng Line Clear in both 
directions for loaaded troop trains. 
(Troops, of course, are still 
passengers.) She had only one 
passenger platform and 0nly one road 
properly signalled for through trains. 
As if that were not enough, both troop 
trains had two engines and both were 
too long to be side-tracked without 
detaching something, in this case the 
two engines of one of the trains. She 
was in a fair bit of trouble but 
som~how she managed and even the 
Traffic Inspector was pleased at ~ow 
she got out of the trouble she had got 
herself into. 

trains, she should o~ly have accepted 
one at a time, or oerhaps one of them 
(both?) shuuld have bee~ accepted 
under the Warning Arrngement, If the 
siding had been properly signalled 
(and it wasn't} and if there had not 
been catch points in the loop sidirig 
1 and there were} why was it not 
permissible to cross trains at such a 
place, using the Warning Arrangement, 
perhaps in one or both directions? 

Perhaps the catch points and the 
absence of full signalling were the 
RESULT of passenger crossing not being 
allowed at such places, and not the 
CAUSE. 

Another suggestion I have heard 
is that as general rule, the Brits 
d~n't approve of setting back loaded 
passenger trains. I don't go along 
with that - I can think of too many 
exceptions. I have been at Inverness 
and have run through and set baack 
into the arrival platform. I have also 
been on the passenger train from 
Stranraer which stopped at Stranaer 
Harbour Junction and then PROPELLED 
through the full tablet section to 
Strahaer Harbour, a distance of about 
a mi I e. 

I have also been io mixed trains 
which have shunted at tablet locked 
sidings, the goods vehicles beino at 
the rear and the passengers remaining 
in the passenger cars at the front 
while the shunting movement yo-yoed 
ever the tablet locked roints. 

The colonies inherited, if that 
1s the right word 1 a lot of ideas 1 

both good and bad, from the Mother 
Country ("England Expects"). One of 
thera 1 which is a source of wonder, is 
that 1n a place like Victoria, 
particularly as it w2s 130 years aQo, 
high level platforms were considered 
necessary. Of the ideas which 
migrated, maybe it was one that we 
could have done without. 

Section Clear But Station or 
Jurction Blocked on single lines seems 
to have been another British idea, 
which didn't seem necessary here. Mybe 
there are readers Df SOHERSAULT who 
have given the matter some thought or 
might do so now: and if so I would 

Even if they had been only goods like to hear their comment. 
--oOo--
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S.R.S.V. __ CROSSWORD_No_29. 
compiled by Andrew McLean. 

Across: 
3. Gosh! A pretty small grade holds 

many terrors for Preston drivers, 
(4) 

6. Certainly not a token railway 
through this western town. (6} 

9. Is there a "Cricketers Arms" oppo-
site this suburban railway 
station? (6} 

10. Is this train allowed through 
tunnels? (8} 

11. Rang TAA for plane. Got train 
instead! (7) 

12. Blimey! AN loco up front! (2) 
13. Drug added to sugar gives trip 

lasting days. (3} 
14. Military train left backwards with 

nothing. (5} 

17. American carrier invites you in 
for a meal. (3) 

18. French line in neither credit or 
debt. (4) 

19. Diner in cable car fleet. (2) 
21. Not an odd number of up trains. 

( 4) 

23. Exciting for passengers, but 
boring for engineers. (7) 

25. Could this device bring itself to 
a halt? (4) 

Down: 
1. Important instructions for rail

ways in Gabon and also Uganda. (2) 
2. Ringing not returned past Warla. 

( 10} 
4. Found in some yards, and C. 

bactrianus. (5! 
5. These most modern trains certainly 

do not run on clockwork! (8) 
6. Stay dry under these UK trams! (8} 
7. Any value in town near Mudgee? 

Quite the reverse! (3) 

8. Terrible hesitation before toilet 
i.n sleeping car. (8} 

9. These cars initially used on 
Burlington Northern. 121 

11. Valves found under four wheelers 1 

but. VP.Ty few tricycles! {6) 
12. Car could be in better condition. 

(21 (2) 
15. Signal indication in front of you. 
16. Quietly called about an accident. 

(5} 
19. A light engine taking beer, not 

~iater ! (3} 
20. Car in absolutely first class 

condition? No 1 second class. (2) 
21. AN's new loco in welding shop. (2) 
23. Traffic Inspector initially turned 

it r-ound, (2) 

--oOo·--

IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE 

A suburban signal box tour has been arranged far Saturday, 21 April 1990. The 
area to be visited will be Royal Park to Upfield and we. expect to visit all 
signal boxes and gatekeepers cabins plus any other points of interest. Glenn 
Cumming, our suburban tour organiser, would like to hear from anyone who wishes 
to take part in the tour, a phone call will do. Offers of car transport will be 
accepted, The tour will probably start from Royal Park at 0930 hours and 
conclude at Upfield at about 1700 hours. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE IMPORTANT NOTICE 

--oOo--


